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FROM THE DIRECTOR OF MUSIC 

It surely has been good to have our choir back to a regular rehearsal and singing schedule! We are pleased to have a few 
new faces singing with us, including Pastor Tony! In the next few weeks we hope to complete engaging four college students 
to be our paid music interns/section leaders. With their specialized musical skills they help us learn new music more quickly, 
enhance our overall sound as well as lower the average age of the choir by a good measure! If any of you are so inclined as 
to join the choir, please let me know!  

It's also very exciting to announce the return of our Community Christmas Concert for Sunday, December 11 at 4:00 
pm, with a reception to follow. The choir has begun rehearsals for this music and is being joined by a number of friends 
from the community. If you are interested in this short-term project with our choir, please let me know so I can prepare 
music for you. We rehearse Thursday nights from 7:00 – 7:45 pm in the sanctuary, with some additional rehearsals as we 
get closer to the concert. Entry to the building for those 7:00 pm rehearsals will be the North Street tower door ONLY. Reneé 
and I have decided to repeat a cantata from a few years ago entitled Were You There on That Christmas Night?  

Doing an encore performance saves on the purchase of music as well as time preparing all the publicity materials – and, 
quite frankly, it’s a cantata simply worth doing again! Additional music at the concert will include singing of familiar 
Christmas carols, interspersed with Scripture readings and brief reflections. Spread the word, plan to invite someone and 
bring them to the concert with you!  

I’ve been wanting to express my thanks and appreciation for all those who have stepped up to allow our worship services 
to continue straight on through all the restrictions that happened with Covid over two-and-a-half years ago. We kept a 
consistent, small group of singers/worship leaders that got the swing of the weekly routine and did an outstanding job both 
singing and reading. We also scrambled to figure out how to stream worship in those early days, and then, with the purchase 
of new equipment, a dedicated core of folks stepped forward to help operate the more demanding tasks of audio, PowerPoint 
and streaming. It’s pretty remarkable to see how many online viewings of our service take place each week. 
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